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Abstract 
The SLC34 family of Na
+
-dependent inorganic phosphate cotransporters comprises two electrogenic isoforms 
(NaPi-IIa, NaPi-IIb) and an electroneutral isoform (NaPi-IIc). Both fulfil essential physiological roles in 
mammalian phosphate homeostasis. By substitution of 3 conserved amino acids, found in all electrogenic 
isoforms, at corresponding sites in NaPi-IIc, electrogenicity was re-established and the Na
+
:Pi stoichiometry 
increased from 2:1 to 3:1. However, this engineered electrogenic construct (AAD-IIc) had a reduced apparent Pi 
affinity and different presteady-state kinetics from the wild-type NaPi-IIa/b. We investigated AAD-IIc using 
electrophysiology and voltage clamp fluorometry to elucidate the compromised behavior. The activation energy 
for cotransport was 3-fold higher than for NaPi-IIc and 1.5-fold higher than for NaPi-IIa and the temperature 
dependence of presteady-state charge displacements suggested that the large activation energy was associated 
with the empty carrier reorientation. AAD-IIc shows a weak interaction of external Na
+
 ions with the electric 
field, and thus retains the electroneutral cooperative interaction of 2 Na
+
 ions preceding external Pi binding of 
NaPi-IIc. Most of the presteady-state charge movement was accounted for by the empty carrier (in the absence 
of external Pi), and the cytosolic release of one Na
+
 ion (in the presence of Pi). Simulations using a kinetic model 
recapitulated the presteady-state and steady-state behavior and allowed identification of two critical partial 
reactions: the final release of Na
+
 to the cytosol and external Pi binding. Fluorometric recordings from AAD-IIc 
mutants with Cys substituted at functionally important sites established that AAD-IIc undergoes substrate- and 
voltage-dependent conformational changes that correlated qualitatively with its presteady-state kinetics.  
 
 
Key words: phosphate cotransport, electrophysiology, voltage clamp fluorometry, presteady-state, steady-state, 
activation energy 
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Introduction 
 Type II sodium/phosphate cotransporters (NaPi-II) catalyse transport of inorganic phosphate (Pi) using 
the transmembrane Na
+
 electrochemical gradient. They belong to the SLC34 family of solute carriers 
(www.bioparadigms.com) (15) that preferentially transport divalent Pi (HPO4
2-
) (17). The family comprises 3 
isoforms to which all currently identified members have been assigned according to their genetic pedigree, 
molecular features and tissue localization: the electrogenic NaPi-IIa and electroneutral NaPi-IIc are localized 
exclusively in the renal proximal tubule and the electrogenic NaPi-IIb is expressed in non-renal, epithelial-like 
tissues. The difference between the electrogenic and electroneutral isoforms is reflected in their Na
+
:Pi 
cotransport stoichiometries: NaPi-IIa,b (SLC34A1, A2) have a 3:1 stoichiometry (17) and translocate one net 
charge per transport cycle; NaPi-IIc (SLC34A3) has a 2:1 stoichiometry with no detectable net charge 
translocation. The electrogenic and electroneutral cotransport mechanisms can be understood in terms of a 
kinetic scheme (Fig 1A) that describes their respective transport cycles as an ordered sequence of partial 
reactions, some of which have been identified experimentally. For example, electrogenicity can be accounted for 
by assigning charge displacement to the empty carrier (01) together with extra-and intracellular interactions of 
one Na
+
 ion (12, 09) (2, 13, 19). This cation is postulated to account for the uncoupled leak (2). To 
reconcile this model with electroneutral cotransport mediated by SLC34A3 (NaPi-IIc), the scheme was modified 
(shaded area, Fig 1A), based on the interpretation of fluorometric assays (20). For NaPi-IIc, 2 Na
+
 ions are 
assumed to interact with the protein before Pi, but unlike NaPi-IIa/b, only one of these cations contributes to net 
transport. We postulated that the first Na
+
 ion to interact with NaPi-IIc acts as a “catalytic activator” for 
cotransport (20) that gives rise to cooperative binding of a 2
nd
 Na
+
 ion before Pi binds (23). This 1
st
 Na
+
 ion 
would remain bound during the cotransport cycle, but contributes neither to net coupled transport nor leak, 
which in the case of NaPi-IIc is undetectable (4). Thus, for the electrogenic isoforms both leak and cotransport 
modes involve the translocation of one net positive charge between the external and internal milieus, and both 
involve an electroneutral intrinsic translocation of substrate (transitions 29 and 56, respectively).  
 Apart from electrogenicity and leak, other kinetic properties (apparent substrate affinities, pH 
dependence) are essentially the same for the electrogenic and electroneutral isoforms (13, 31, 33). These 
common functional properties accord with the finding that SLC34 proteins display an overall amino acid 
similarity of 57%. This is even greater in the predicted transmembrane domain regions (36) and therefore all 
isoforms most likely share a common 3-D structure. The current lack of a 3-D structure and apparent absence of 
homology with membrane transport proteins with resolved structures has necessitated using indirect approaches 
(mutagenesis, cysteine scanning, crosslinking) to determine the structure-function relationships (16, 19, 20).  
 It is noteworthy that small differences in the amino acid sequence in SLC34 proteins can lead to 
significant functional changes in pH sensitivity (9) and electrogenicity (4). In the latter case, we identified a trio 
of amino acids (Ala-218, Ala-220, Asp-224, mouse NaPi-IIa sequence numbering), located in a putative linker 
region between two predicted -helical transmembrane domains (TMD4 &5, Fig 1 B), which were shown to be 
critical for electrogenic behavior. A comparison of the sequences of the electrogenic isoforms from a number of 
species reveals that the Ala-Ala-Asp trio is conserved. In the electroneutral isoforms these are replaced with a 
Ser-Ser-Gly trio (Fig 1 B, inset). If the Ala-Ala-Asp trio was substituted at the equivalent sites in the 
electroneutral NaPi-IIc (Ser-189, Ser-191, Gly-195) electrogenicity was re-established, as evidenced by robust 
Pi-induced steady-state currents, presteady-state relaxations and the predicted 3:1 stoichiometry (4), all of which 
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are hallmarks of electrogenic SLC34 proteins. Moreover, the replacement of the critical aspartic acid in NaPi-IIa 
with a glycine resulted in electroneutral cotransport (32). However, the molecular engineering of NaPi-IIc 
resulted in compromised cotransport kinetics. The modified protein (hereafter referred to as AAD-IIc) showed a 
>200-fold reduced apparent affinity for Pi: the Michaelis constant (K0.5
P
i) was >1 mM (compared with 0.06 mM 
for NaPi-IIc), whereas for Na
+
 activation (1 mM Pi), the apparent affinity constant (K0.5
Na
) 80 mM was only 
marginally affected (40 mM for NaPi-IIc) (19). Furthermore, compared with other electrogenic isoforms, the 
presteady-state charge movements appeared to show little dependence on external [Na
+
] (e.g. (2, 33)). These 
deviations from expected behavior suggested that other differences in the respective amino acid sequences were 
also important determinants of the AAD-IIc kinetic profile.  
 This study focuses on the identification of partial reactions in the SLC34 cotransport cycle (Fig 1A) that 
confer the unique behavior of AAD-IIc. By combining presteady-state analysis and voltage clamp fluorometry 
(VCF) under conditions where the state occupancy of AAD-IIc can be readily defined, we could relate these 
partial reactions to specific voltage-and substrate-dependent conformational changes of the protein. Our findings 
offer new insights into how membrane voltage is transduced by cation-driven transporters and provide 
compelling evidence that the final step in substrate release to the cytosol involves the release of a single Na
+
 ion.  
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Methods 
Solutions and reagents 
 Standard extracellular solution (100Na) contained (in mM): 100 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1.0 MgCl2, 1.8 CaCl2, 10 
HEPES, pH 7.4 adjusted with TRIS base. In Na
+
 substitution experiments NaCl was equimolarly replaced with 
choline Cl (100Ch) and solutions with intermediate [Na
+
] were obtained by mixing 100Na with 0Na in 
appropriate portions to maintain a constant molarity. Pi was added from a 1M K2HPO4/ KH2PO4 stock premixed 
to give pH 7.4. Modified Barth’s solution for storing oocytes contained (in mM): 88 NaCl, 1 KCl, 0.41 CaCl2, 
0.82 MgSO4, 2.5 NaHCO3, 2 Ca(NO3)2, 7.5 HEPES, pH 7.5 adjusted with Tris and supplemented with 5 mg/l 
doxycyclin and 5 mg/l gentamicin. All standard reagents were obtained from either Sigma-Aldrich or Fluka 
(Buchs, Switzerland). 2-(trimethylammonium) ethylmethanethiosulfonate bromide (MTSET) and 2-aminoethyl 
methanethiosulfonate (MTSEA) were obtained from Toronto Research Chemicals or Biotium (USA); 2-((5(6)-
tetramethylrhodamine)carboxylamino) ethyl methanethiosulfonate (MTS-TAMRA) was obtained from Biotium 
(USA).  
Site-directed mutagnesis and cRNA preparation 
 cDNA encoding wild-type (WT) mouse NaPi-IIc (GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession n. AB054999) was 
subcloned into a plasmid (pT7T3D-Pac, a kind gift from K.-I. Miyamoto, Tokushima University, Tokushima, 
Japan). Novel cysteines were introduced using the Quickchange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene Inc., 
La Jolla, CA, USA) into the AAD-IIc protein at the following sites according to the mouse NaPi-IIc sequence 
numbering (new mutant name in parenthesis): Gly-105 (AAD-IIc-105); Val-154 (AAD-IIc-154); Ser-155 (AAD-
IIc-155); Ala-222 (AAD-IIc-222); Leu-309 (AAD-IIc-309); Ser-437 (AAD-IIc-437); Asp-440 (AAD-IIc-440) 
and Leu-510 (AAD-IIc-510). The sequence was verified by sequencing (Microsynth, Switzerland), linearized 
with NotI and cRNA was synthesized in the presence of Cap analog using the T7 Message Machine kit (Ambion, 
Inc., Austin, TX, USA). 
Expression in Xenopus laevis oocytes 
 Female X. laevis frogs were purchased from Xenopus Express (France). Portions of ovaries were 
surgically removed from frogs anesthetized in MS222 (tricaine methansulphonate) and cut in small pieces. 
Oocytes were treated for 45 min with collagenase (crude type 1A) 1 mg/ml in 100Na solution (without Ca
2+
) in 
presence of 0.1 mg/ml trypsin inhibitor type III-O. Healthy stage V-VI oocytes were selected, maintained in 
modified Barth’s solution at 16°C and injected with 10 ng of cRNA. Experiments were performed 4-7 days after 
injection. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with the Swiss Cantonal and Federal legislation 
relating to animal experimentation.  
Two-electrode voltage clamp 
 All voltage clamp experiments were performed using a two-electrode voltage clamp (TEC-10CX, NPI, 
Tamm, Germany). Oocytes were impaled with microelectrodes filled with 3 M KCl, with a typical resistance < 
1MΩ (13, 18). The temperature of the recording chamber was monitored using a thermistor probe (TS-2, NPI, 
Tamm, Germany) placed close to the oocyte. The temperature of the recording chamber and incoming 
superfusate were regulated using Peltier cooling elements driven by a continuous feedback controller (TC-10, 
NPI Tamm, Germany). Data acquisition was performed using a 1440 Digidata (Molecular Devices Corp, USA). 
For recordings at constant holding potential, currents were acquired at >20 samples/s and filtered at 10 Hz. 
Faster sampling rates (up to 20k samples/s) were used for voltage step recordings with filtering (digital and 
analog) adjusted accordingly.  
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 Steady-state currents were obtained using a protocol in which membrane voltage steps were made from 
the holding potential (Vh)= -60 mV,  to test voltages in the range -180 mV to +80 mV in 20 mV increments. The 
steady-state Pi-dependent current (IP
i
) was obtained by subtracting control traces (in 100Na solution) from the 
corresponding traces in the presence of Pi. The current was measured in a region where all presteady-state 
relaxations were completed. Data was rejected if contaminated by endogenous Cl
-
 currents.  Steady state Pi 
activation was determined by varying the Pi concentration in presence of 100Na and subtracting the respective 
currents in 100Na from those in 100Na+ Pi. Steady state Pi-induced currents (IP
i
) were fit with a form of the 
modified Hill Equation: 
    
   KKSSII HHH
ii
nSnn
PP  )(][/][ 5.0
max
    (1)
 
where [S] is the concentration of variable substrate (Na
+
 or Pi), IP
i
max 
is the maximum electrogenic activity, K0.5
S  
is the apparent affinity constant for substrate S, nH is the Hill coefficient and K is a constant that take in account 
of uncoupled leak effects (10). For Pi activation, the Michaelian form of Eqn 1 was used with nH =1.  
Pre-steady state relaxations were recorded using a similar voltage step protocol as for the steady-state 
assay with steps from Vh= -60mV or 0mV, as indicated,  to test voltages in the range of -180 to +80 mV in 20 
mV increments. The pulse period and period after return to the holding potential was chosen to ensure that 
relaxations were completed within the recording time window. Signal averaging (typically 4-fold) was used to 
reduce noise. Relaxations were quantified by fitting with one or two component exponential functions unless 
otherwise noted, commencing the fit approximately 5 ms after the ON or OFF step onset to ensure that 
endogenous charging components had reached a steady-state. The fits were back-extrapolated to a time point 
2ms after the step onset, at which approximately 90% of the membrane was charged. The fits were numerically 
integrated to obtain the charge moved (Q) for a step from the holding potential to the test potential. The Q-V data 
were fitted with a Boltzmann function of the form given by: 
    
 )/)(exp(1/ 5.0max kTVVzeQQQ hyp     (2) 
where V0.5 is the voltage at which the charge is distributed equally between two hypothetical states, z is the 
apparent valence of an equivalent charge that moves through the whole of the membrane field, Qmax is the total 
mobile charge available, Qhyp is the charge of the hyperpolarizing limit and is a function of Vh, and e, k and T 
have their usual meanings. 
 
Determination of activation energy 
 The Arrhenius equation (e.g.(37)) was used for determining the temperature dependence of the transport 
kinetics: 
          (-
  
  
)        (3a) 
 
where kr is the reaction rate (substrate-induced current or presteady-state current relaxation rate), A is a constant, 
R the gas constant and Ea the activation energy (in kcal mol
-1
). Eqn 3a can be recast in a logarithmic form: 
         -                        (3b) 
Linear regression analysis applied to the data plotted as ln kr vs 1/T was used to estimate Ea from the slope. 
32
P uptake 
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Oocytes (6-10 oocytes/group) were first allowed to equilibrate in 100Na solution without tracer. After 
aspiration of this solution, oocytes were incubated in 100Na solution containing 1mM cold P i and 
32
P (specific 
activity 10 mCi/mmol Pi). Uptake proceeded for 10 min and then oocytes were washed 3-4 times with ice-cold 
100Ch solution containing 2 mM Pi, and lysed individually in 10% SDS for 1 hour before addition of 
scintillation cocktail. The amount of radioactivity taken up by each oocyte was measured by scintillation 
counting. For temperature-dependence assays, individual oocytes were incubated in the uptake medium and held 
at the required temperature using a water bath cooling system. 
Simultaneous voltage clamp and fluorometry 
 The apparatus for simultaneous VCF has been described in detail elsewhere (34, 35). Cys mutants were 
labelled in 100Na in presence of MTS-TAMRA (0.4 mM) at room temperature for 4 min. Voltage dependent 
changes in fluorescence intensity (ΔF) were determined using a voltage step protocol in which the membrane 
voltage was stepped from Vh=-60 mV to test potentials ranging between -200 mV and +200 mV in 40 mV 
increments for a duration of 100-200 ms, and averaged over 20-64 sweeps. Fluorescence signals were analog 
filtered (8-pole Bessel) with a low-pass cutoff frequency chosen to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio (typically 
500Hz). F was measured in 100Ch, XNa (where X represents the [Na+] in mM, or 100Na +1Pi (100 mM 
Na
+
+1mM Pi); each test substrate concentration application was bracketed with a control solution application 
(100Na) to allow for correction of a loss of fluorescence. After application of the superfusate, the oocyte was 
allowed to stabilize in the recording chamber for 2 min and then fluorescence was recorded. Recordings were 
baseline corrected relative to the value at Vh= -60 mV. The data from single oocytes were corrected for 
photobleaching and then were normalized to the predicted maximum change in fluorescence (Fmax) recorded in 
100Na and finally pooled. The F-V data were described analytically by fitting with the Boltzmann equation 
(Eqn 2) to yield the maximum change in fluorescence intensity (Fmax), the midpoint voltage of the F-V 
distribution (V0.5
F
) and a slope factor z
F
. 
Thiol modification by MTS reagents 
MTSET (or MTSEA) was prepared from dry stock in water or DMSO to give 1 M stock solution in 
DMSO, which was kept at -20°C until required and further diluted with water or DMSO to give 1000:1 
experimental stocks before and adding to 100Na solution to give a final concentration as indicated. MTSET was 
applied to the recording chamber with gravity feed via a 0.5-mm-diameter cannula positioned near the cell. For 
normal labelling, the incubation time was 3 minutes and was followed by a 1 minute wash out period. For 
determining the apparent accessibility, the superfusion with MTSET was conducted for 1 min followed by 
washout. During incubation, oocytes were kept at Vh= -50 mV unless otherwise noted. After a 1 min washout the 
current response to 1 mM Pi at Vh =-50 mV was again determined and the MTSET application was repeated. The 
fixed MTSET concentrations were chosen by pretesting to facilitate determination of the modification rate. The 
Pi-induced current remaining after each successive application of MTS reagent was measured and plotted as a 
function of the cumulative exposure time, normalized to the initial Pi-induced current. The data were fit with a 
single decaying exponential to determine the effective second order reaction constant using an equation of the 
form: 
 
      
       
  -    
        -          
      (4) 
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where IP
i
t
 is the Pi-induced current after a cumulative exposure time t, IP
i
0
 is the initial Pi-induced 
current,  IP
i
∞
 is the Pi-induced current at  t= ∞, c is the concentration of MTS reagent (assumed to be in excess) 
and k* is the effective second order rate constant e.g. (22). For some experiments as indicated, MTSEA was used  
instead of MTSET and gave the same results. 
Software and data analysis. 
Simulations of a 7-state model describing electrogenic cotransport were performed using Berkeley 
Madonna V8.0.2a8 software (www.berkeleymadonna.com). Exponential curve fitting was performed using 
Clampfit software (Molecular Devices Corp) and subsequent non-linear regression of data was performed using 
GraphPad Prism version 3.02/ 4.02 for Windows, (GraphPad Software, San Diego California USA, 
www.graphpad.com). Data points are shown as mean±sem. Error bars are not displayed if smaller than symbol. 
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Results 
Temperature dependence of steady-state and presteady-state kinetics  
 To identify partial reactions in the cotransport cycle that determine the unique behavior of AAD-IIc, we 
measured the temperature dependence of steady-state Pi-induced current (IP
i
) and presteady-state relaxations. The 
rationale for these experiments was that if one or more partial reactions were influenced by the mutagenesis, the 
activation energy may differ from the WT.  
At all membrane potentials (V) in the test range (-180 mV ≤ V ≤ +80 mV), IP
i
 (100Na, 1 mM Pi) showed 
a strong temperature dependence, whereby it decreased by approximately 60% for a decrease in temperature 
from 24 
o
C to 20 
o
C (Fig 2A). For the electrogenic NaPi-IIa (human isoform), measured under the same 
conditions, the decrease was typically ≈ 40% (data not shown). To quantify the temperature dependence, the IP
i
 -
V data were transformed and replotted as Arrhenius plots (see Materials and Methods) for test potentials in the 
range -180 mV to -20 mV (Fig 2B). Data for V>-20 mV were too unreliable to fit well and were excluded from 
analysis. We estimated the activation energy (Ea) from the slopes reported by linear regression fitting (Eqn 3b). 
This showed little dependence on membrane potential and varied from 43±2 kcal mol
-1
 (-180 mV) to 47±6 kcal 
mol
-1
 (0 mV). In contrast, for the human WT NaPi-IIa, Ea at -180 mV was significantly smaller: (19±4 kcal mol
-
1
) and increased to 30±10 kcal mol
-1
 at -20 mV, where there was more experimental uncertainty in the data (Fig 
2C). To establish whether the high Ea for AAD-IIc was caused by the mutations or was an intrinsic property of 
NaPi-IIc, we performed 
32
P uptake at different temperatures on WT NaPi-IIc expressing oocytes. For these data, 
the Arrhenius analysis gave Ea = 13±4 kcal mol
-1 
(data not shown). 
 We next examined the temperature dependence of the presteady-state current relaxations for the AAD-
IIc. In the absence of Pi and external interacting cations, voltage steps induce presteady-state currents that reflect 
charge movements associated with the voltage-dependent reorientation of the unloaded protein alone. In the 
presence of external Na
+
 ions, additional charge movement is detected due to Na
+
 interactions (e.g (15)). Fig 3A 
shows example recordings of membrane currents induced by voltage steps recorded from the same oocyte, 
superfused with 100Na at two temperatures. By reducing the temperature from 26
o
C to 22
o
C, the relaxations 
slowed, which indicated that the underlying process was temperature dependent. We quantified this behavior by 
fitting the data with a single exponential decay starting 5 ms after the voltage step. For superfusion with 100Na 
the ON time constant (ON ) obtained from fitting relaxations induced by voltage steps from -60 mV to the test 
potential showed a strong voltage dependence (Fig 3B) that became more marked at lower temperatures. The 
OFF time constant (OFF) was similarly obtained by fitting relaxations for the corresponding return step to -60 
mV. As expected, OFF was independent of the starting potential and the mean values also increased with 
decreasing temperature and corresponded approximately with the interpolated value at -60 mV for ON (Fig 3B). 
The increase in ON and OFF was fully reversible and we confirmed for measurements at 22 
o
C and 26 
o
C that the 
total charge displaced (see Materials and Methods) was unchanged with temperature, as expected (data not 
shown). Resolution of the charge movements at temperatures <20 
o
C was difficult because of the compromised 
signal-to-noise ratio and contamination from endogenous currents that depended on the oocyte batch. 
As for the steady-state IP
i
 analysis, the Arrhenius plots for the relaxation rates (ON
-1
 and OFF
-1
) (Fig 3C) 
showed a linear dependence on 1/T. For the ON
-1
 data, there was a small change in the slopes with V and a 
vertical shift between plots. In contrast, the plots superimposed for OFF
-1
, consistent with the notion that only the 
target potential determines the relaxation rate, which in this case, was constant (= -60 mV). For superfusion with 
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100Ch, the predicted Ea obtained from linear regression fits to the Arrhenius plots was  40 kcal mol
-1
. There 
was an upward trend with increasing V and the values were comparable with the Ea determined for IP
i
. For 
superfusion with 100Na, the predicted Ea were slightly less than that for IP
i
 (Fig 2C) and showed a similar 
upward trend with V.  
 
Presteady-state relaxations at a fixed temperature 
The above findings suggested that partial reactions preceding Pi interaction could account for the 
temperature dependence of AAD-IIc, We next investigated the presteady-state kinetics in more detail at a fixed 
temperature (22-23 oC) by first focusing on the interaction of Na+ ions with the empty carrier.  
We explored the Na
+
- dependence quantitatively by recording relaxations for equimolar replacement of 
choline with different [Na
+
]. Relaxations recorded from a representative oocyte expressing AAD-IIc were similar 
whether 100 mM Na
+
 was present in the external medium  (100Na) or Na
+
 was replaced with choline (100Ch) 
(Fig 4A). To quantify the charge movement, we estimated the charge displacement, by fitting the relaxations 
with a double exponential function, commencing after completion of the endogenous charging component and 
integrating the total fit after backward extrapolation (Materials and Methods). We found that this fitting 
procedure described the relaxations better than using a single exponential fit, as judged by the almost complete 
elimination of residuals (difference between data and fit) as reported by the fitting algorithm over the fitting 
window. Moreover, we found that by setting the pre-step holding potential to 0 mV, we were able to resolve the 
relaxations over the entire test voltage range without significant contamination from endogenous Cl
-
 currents. 
These were usually activated for V>0, when stepping from hyperpolarizing potentials and were dependent on the 
oocyte batch.
1
  
For all test solutions, the data showed a characteristic sigmoidal shape (Fig 4B) that could be described 
by a Boltzmann function (Eqn 2). The time constants for the two components (1 and 2), plotted as a function of 
V for different [Na
+
] showed 5-fold difference (for V<0 mV) and the slower time constant (2) showed a more 
obvious voltage dependence with a peak at approximately +30 mV (Fig 4C). There was also little systematic 
difference in the magnitude or voltage dependence between the respective time constants in 100Ch or 100Na as 
well as intermediate [Na
+
]. This suggested that changing [Na
+
] did not significantly alter the interactions of 
external Na
+
 with AAD-IIc. 
The Q-V data were fitted with Eqn 2 to obtain the Boltzmann fit parameters (Qmax, z and V0.5) (Fig 4B). 
As expected, changing [Na
+
] did not significantly affect Qmax (Fig 4D) and z was similarly insensitive to [Na
+
] 
(Fig 4E). The mid-point potential ( V0.5) showed a small depolarizing shift with increasing [Na
+
] of 
approximately 30 mV for a 10-fold change in [Na
+
] from 10 mM to 100 mM (Fig 4F). For WT human NaPi-IIa 
and flounder NaPi-IIb, a semi-logarithmic plot of V0.5 vs [Na
+
] typically gives a straight line for [Na
+
]> 10 mM 
with a slope of 100-120 mV/10-fold [Na
+
] (2, 33). Compared with the corresponding data for the electrogenic 
human NaPi-IIa data (33), the AAD-IIc data were shifted vertically and the linear dependence of V0.5 on 
log10[Na
+
] was not obvious for the range of [Na
+
] used (inset, Fig 4F).  
We next investigated the effect of adding 1mM Pi to the 100Na buffer. Under these conditions, 
presteady-state relaxations were still visible (Fig 4A). This differs from the behavior that we have previously 
                                                 
1
 Standard procedures to minimize the contamination by endogenous Ca2+-dependent Cl- currents, such as 
preincubation of oocytes in BAPTA-AM, or replacement of external Ca
2+
 with Ba
2+
 did not fully suppress these 
currents. 
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reported for WT electrogenic SLC34 proteins, whereby 1 mM Pi strongly suppresses presteady-state charge 
movements (13, 14, 18). Moreover, the relaxations for hyperpolarizing steps from the holding potential, Vh= -60 
mV, indicated that more charge movement was induced in the presence of Pi and this charge then returned during 
the corresponding OFF step (Fig 4A, arrowed). When Pi was added to 100Ch in the superfusion medium the 
presteady-state relaxations were unaffected (data not shown). This confirmed that the presence of Na
+
 was a 
prerequisite for Pi interaction with AAD-IIc, consistent with all WT SLC34 isoforms. The results of fitting the 
corresponding charge movements with Eqn 2, gave V0.5= -91±11 mV, z = 0.51±0.05 and Qmax decreased by 18 
±6% relative to 100Ch (n = 5). The main effect of Pi was therefore a hyperpolarizing shift of the equilibrium 
distribution of mobile charge.We characterized this by determining the dependence of the shift in V0.5 on external 
[Pi] (Fig 5). Fig 5A shows pooled, normalised Q-V data (n = 4) obtained for the ON transition for different [Pi] 
indicated. Increasing [Pi] caused a systematic shift of the charge distribution towards hyperpolarizing potentials. 
As above, the data were fitted with a single Boltzmann function (Eqn 2). For these data, the uncertainties in the 
Boltzmann fit parameters (z, V0.5) were reduced by constraining Qmax to the value obtained with 0 mM Pi. 
Whereas the predicted z remained reasonably insensitive to changes in [Pi] (Fig 5B), the hyperpolarizing shift of 
V0.5 plotted as a function of [Pi] could be well described by fitting with a modified form of Eqn 1 (nH =1) (Fig 
5C). This yielded a Michaelis constant (K0.5
Pi
) = 1.5±0.5 mM. 
 
Cysteine substitutions in AAD-IIc  
 Cysteine mutagenesis has proven a useful technique to identify functionally important sites of SLC34 
proteins (e.g. (15). We made Cys-substitutions in AAD-IIc and investigated the constructs by means of 
conventional TEVC (steady-state kinetics) and voltage clamp fluorometry (VCF) (7, 19, 20, 34, 35). We chose 
sites in AAD-IIc that corresponded to those previously characterised in other SLC34 isoforms (Fig 6, Table 1). 
Our rationale was that substitutions at these conserved sites may show similar deviations from WT behaviour as 
found for the AAD-IIc kinetics, and thereby allow us to predict structure-function relationships. 
 Before proceeding with the mutagenesis, we first determined if exposure of oocytes expressing AAD-
IIc to methanethiosulfonate (MTS) reagents (MTSET, 1 mM) altered their electrogenic behavior. That no change 
was observed confirmed that the triple mutation itself had not exposed any previously inaccessible native 
cysteines that might involved in conformational changes associated with transport function (data not shown). All 
Cys-mutants gave robust IP
i
, with typical magnitudes > 50 nA at -100 mV. With the exception of AAD-IIc-309, 
all showed a weak apparent affinity for Pi that is characteristic for AAD-IIc (Table 2). The smaller Pi affinity 
constant (K0.5
P
i) for AAD-IIc-309 indicated that this site may be critically associated with Pi interactions. For the 
other constructs, the K0.5
P
i values similar to AAD-IIc and indicated that the Cys-substitution had not significantly 
affected the substrate interactions. In general, the large variation in K0.5
P
 arose from uncertainties in fitting the 
weakly saturating dose dependence data with Eqn 1. For 5 of the mutants (AAD-IIc-105, -154,-155,-222, and -
510) the Cys-substitution weakened the voltage dependence of IP
i
 compared with AAD-IIc alone,  whereas for 
AAD-IIc-309 and-437 we observed no change in the electrogenic response (Fig 6). 
 The effect on IP
i
 of exposure of oocytes expressing each mutant to MTSET (1 mM for 5 min) depended 
critically on the site of Cys substitution (Fig 1B). Mutants fell into two groups: those in which there was no 
change in the magnitude and voltage dependence of IP
i
, like AAD-IIc itself, and those that resulted in a marked 
alteration (Fig 6, Table 2). We concluded that for the former group the sites of mutagenesis (Ser-155, A-222, and 
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D-440) were either not functionally critical in AAD-IIc, or were not accessible from the external medium. The 
importance of the site is illustrated in the case of mutations in the predicted re-entrant loop (TMD3,4, Fig 1B): 
modification of the Cys substituted at Val-154 caused a significant hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage 
dependence of IP
i
 (Fig 6A, upper panel), whereas the construct AAD-IIc-155 with a Cys substituted at the 
adjacent Ser showed no detectable change in IP
i
 after incubation (Fig 6A, lower panel). Oocytes expressing 
AAD-IIc with Cys substitution at Ala-222 at one end of the predicted large extracellular loop showed no change 
in IP
i
, whereas at the other end (Leu-309)  we found a modest 25% inhibition in IP
i
 but with no change voltage 
dependence (Fig 6B, lower panel).  
 Thiol modification of Cys at sites in the two predicted outer linkers (G105 and L510), showed 
complementary changes in IP
i
 (Fig 6C), consistent with previous findings for Cys substituted at the equivalent 
sites in NaPi-IIa (10). The voltage dependence of AAD-IIc-105 was weak and after modification IP
i 
increased 4-
fold (V= -100 mV) to give a voltage dependence that resembled that of AAD-IIc. To verify that this was a direct 
result of the modification of Cys-105, we exposed oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-105 and pre-labeled with 
MTSEA to the reducing agent DTT. This resulted in a reversion of the electrogenic response close to the original 
I-V relation (Fig 6C, upper panel). In contrast, AAD-IIc-510 showed the opposite behaviour, whereby IP
i
 was 
inhibited by 50% and after thiol modification, its voltage dependence was similar to AAD-IIc-105 before MTS 
exposure (Fig 6C, lower panel). 
 Finally, two mutants involving Cys substitutions at nearby locations in the predicted linker between 
TMD9 &10 also displayed contrasting behavior. Whereas mutant AAD-IIc-440 showed no resolvable change 
after incubation (data not shown), exposure of oocytes that expressed AAD-IIc-437 to MTS reagents resulted in 
a significant suppression of IP
i
 (Fig 6D, upper panel). For this construct, the typical I-V response to 1 mM Pi 
reversed at -30 mV and displayed a negative slope. This behavior has been previously interpreted to represent 
full inhibition of cotransport function and recapitulates the behavior of other electrogenic SLC34 isoforms with a 
Cys at the equivalent site (Table 1, see Discussion) (25, 35). To quantitate the Cys-modification reaction for 
AAD-IIc-437 and investigate if membrane potential could influence the accessibility of the Cys, we applied 
MTSET (10 M) for 1 min intervals at a defined holding potential and measured IP
i
 at -50 mV after each 
exposure. The data were fitted with a single decaying exponential function (Eqn 4) to yield the effective pseudo 
first order rate constants (see Materials and Methods): 1.57±0.1 mM
-1
 s
-1 
(0 mV); 1.18 ±0.03 mM
-1
 s
-1
 (-50 mV); 
1.63 ±0.05 mM
-1
 s
-1
 (-90 mV) (n = 4) (Fig 6D, lower panel). 
Labeling with MTS-TAMRA and changes in emitted fluorescence intensity 
 For voltage clamp fluorometry (VCF) measurements, we incubated oocytes expressing each of the Cys-
mutants in a medium containing the fluorophore MTS-TAMRA and tested them for voltage-induced changes in 
emitted fluorescence intensity under different substrate superfusion conditions (100Na, 100Ch and 100Na+1Pi). 
Three of the constructs (AAD-IIc-154C, AAD-IIc-222 and AAD-IIc-437) gave measurable F and were 
characterised in detail. 
 AAD-IIc-437: After labelling with MTS-TAMRA, oocytes expressing AAD-II-437 showed the expected 
suppressed electrogenic response to 1 mM Pi, consistent with the behavior of this mutant when labelled with 
MTSET (Fig 6D). We first examined if the steady-state fluorescence was dependent on the superfusate, as we 
reported for the labelled mutant S437C in NaPi-IIc (20). Indeed oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-437 and voltage 
clamped at -60 mV showed up to 3% reversible quench of F (data not shown), when switching the superfusate 
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from 100Ch to 100Na. All other experiments were performed using a voltage step protocol (see Materials and 
Methods). Representative voltage-induced F recordings are shown in Fig. 7A. For V<0, little or no F was 
detected whereas for strongly depolarizing signals F was quenched in a voltage- and substrate-dependent 
manner. The quenching was the strongest in the absence of external Na
+
 (Fig 7B) and at a given V, addition of 
Na
+
 to the external medium reduced the amount of quenching in a dose-dependent manner. Saturation of the F-
V data was not observed at the depolarizing extreme and we were unable to reliably voltage clamp oocytes for 
V>200mV. In the presence of 100 mM Na
+
, addition of Pi to the external medium reduced the amount of 
quenching further in a dose-dependent manner (Fig 7A, C).  
AAD-IIc-154: based on a previous study on the flounder NaPi-IIb isoform (34) we had expected that 
labelling a Cys substituted at the equivalent site (S155) in AAD-IIc would result in voltage induced F. 
Surprisingly, we could not resolve F from oocytes expressing the construct AAD-IIc-155 (data not shown). 
However, Cys-substitution at the neighbouring site (V154) gave a functional construct that exhibited robust F 
(Fig 8A). The voltage step induced F was similar for superfusion in 100Ch and 100Na, however the addition of 
Pi suppressed F for depolarizing steps and increased F for hyperpolarizing steps. The F-V data were fit with 
a single Boltzmann function (Eqn 2, see Materials and Methods) to yield estimates for the midpoint voltage 
(V0.5
F
) and slope factor (z
F
). Unconstrained fits confirmed that Fmax was largely insensitive to manipulations of 
the external [Na
+
] (Fig 8B, upper). The predicted V0.5
F
 showed a modest increase from +51± 9 mV (100Ch) to 
+71± 11 mV (100Na) whereas z
F
 remained unchanged (0.39± 0.06 (100Na) and 0.38± 0.05 (100Ch)). We then 
quantitated the effect of progressively increasing external [Pi] (in 100Na) (Fig 8B, centre). This resulted in a 
systematic hyperpolarizing shift in V0.5
F
, (Fig 8B lower) together with a reduction in the slope factor z
F 
from 
0.43± 0.02 (0 mM Pi) to 0.29± 0.01 (2 mM Pi) (n = 4).  The dependence of V0.5
F
 on [Pi] could be described 
analytically with a  modified form of the Michaelis function (Eqn 1 (nH=1) to give an apparent K0.5
P
i= 1.04±0.7 
mM (Fig 8B, lower). 
 AAD-IIc-222: Oocytes expressing this mutant showed no significant change in electrogenic activity 
after labelling (Fig 6B, upper), yet robust F-V was resolved. Like AAD-IIc-154, there was little change in F 
when replacing choline with Na
+
 in the superfusate , however when Pi (1 or 2 mM ) was added to the superfusate 
(100Na), F increased for hyperpolarizing voltage steps and decreased for depolarizing steps relative to the 
holding potential, like AAD-IIc-154. The F-V data with variable [Na+] were fit with the Boltzmann function 
(Eqn 2) (Fig 8C, upper) and  the Boltzmann analysis revealed a small depolarizing shift V0.5
F
 as [Na
+
] increased : 
with 100Ch, V0.5
F
 = -2.2 ±5.2 mV  and at 100Na, V0.5
F
 = +16.0 ± 4.9 mV. In constrast, Fmax was relatively 
insensitive to this manipulation and z
F
 decreased from 0.57 ±0.06 (100Ch) to 0.48 ±0.05 (100Na). We also 
investigated the effect of adding Pi to the 100Na medium (Fig 8C, centre). This caused a hyperpolarizing shift of 
V0.5
F
, without significantly affecting Fmax. For this mutant, V0.5
F 
also showed evidence of saturation at high [Pi] 
and the dependence of V0.5
F
 on [Pi] could be described analytically in terms of a modified form of the Michaelis 
fit (Eqn 1, nH=1) to give K0.5
P
i = 0.22 ± 0.1mM (Fig 8C, lower). 
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Discussion 
 For many Na
+
-coupled solute carriers, transmembrane electrical potential is a source of free energy to 
drive coupled transport, in addition to the chemical energy imparted by the Na
+
 concentration gradient. The 
effect of membrane potential is manifested as the voltage dependence of transport rates (substrate-induced 
currents) assayed under voltage clamp conditions. Hyperpolarizing membrane potentials increase the inwardly 
directed transport-associated membrane current and this current correlates directly with solute flux (e.g. (2, 17, 
27-29)). Voltage dependence of transport rate implies that there must be one or more partial reactions in the 
transport cycle whose rate constants are membrane potential dependent. Furthermore, these partial reactions 
must involve charge displacements that could be either intrinsic to the protein, or arise from the driving cations 
moving within transmembrane electric field. Such charge displacements are thought to accompany protein 
conformational changes. It is also possible that the overall transport cycle is electroneutral and one or more 
partial reactions are voltage dependent and become rate limiting (26), although this not been demonstrated 
experimentally in the case of SLC34. 
 For AAD-IIc, which displays 3 hallmarks of electrogenic SLC34 cotransport (net charge translocation, 
3:1 Na
+
:HPO4
2-
 stoichiometry and presteady-state charge displacement), we have proposed that its 
electrogenicity is a direct result of the re-establishment of the cotranslocation of the Na
+
 ion associated with 
transition 12 during the cotransport cycle , as proposed for the WT electrogenic isoforms (4). Thus, according 
to our kinetic scheme, (Fig 1A), the salient difference between the electrogenic and electroneutral SLC34 
proteins concerns partial reactions between states 0, 1, 2 and 9. This is also supported by the  presence of a leak 
mode for electrogenic SLC34 proteins, that we have hypothesised to involve the translocation of a single Na
+
 ion 
per cycle, in the absence of Pi and which can be described kinetically by transitions between these 4 states (1)
2
. 
In this study, we used AAD-IIc together with mutant constructs involving Cys-substitutions at sites previously 
identified in studies on the electrogenic (NaPi-IIa/b) and electroneutral (NaPi-IIc) to gain new insights into the 
mechanism of electrogenic cotransport. 
Electrogenicity of the empty carrier imposes an energetic cost to AAD-IIc 
 Although AAD-IIc displays the qualitative features expected for an electrogenic SLC34 protein, its 
kinetic characteristics depart significantly from that of the WT electrogenic isoforms, which implied that the 
mutagenesis altered the kinetics of one or more partial reactions in the cotransport cycle. To identify these 
reactions, we first examined the temperature dependence of the kinetics of cotransport and cation interactions. 
Solute coupled carrier proteins generally exhibit a high temperature dependence that differs significantly from 
that of ion channels and can be used to distinguish between diffusional processes and those involving 
conformational changes (3, 5, 6, 21). With respect to steady-state cotransport rate (IP
i
), we estimated that Ea for 
the electrogenic human NaPi-IIa and AAD-IIc was respectively 2- and 3-fold larger than for the 
corresponding Pi uptake rate of the electroneutral NaPi-IIc (Fig 2C). This was clear evidence that cotransporting 
an additional Na
+
 ion by the electrogenic isoforms invoked a larger energetic cost. Moreover, our finding that Ea 
for AAD-IIc was significantly greater than for NaPi-IIa indicated that the mutagenesis in NaPi-IIc had resulted 
in a less efficient transporter. Given that the cotransport cycle involves a number of partial reactions, one or 
                                                 
2
 We also previously reported evidence of a leak mode for AAD-IIc based on the electrogenic response to 
application of the blocker phosphonoformic acid (PFA) (4). A detailed characterisation of this mode was not 
undertaken in the present study due to the low apparent affinity of AAD-IIc for Pi and PFA that would result 
incomplete suppression of the leak current with the substrate concentrations used. 
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more of which might be responsible for the overall high Ea, we limited the number of possible states the proteins 
could populate and focussed on the temperature dependence of presteady-state relaxations in the absence of Pi. In 
the absence of external Na
+
 (100Ch) Ea was essentially unchanged (Fig 3D), we therefore propose that the high 
Ea of AAD-IIc results from partial reactions that involve neither external Na
+
 ions nor Pi, with the empty carrier 
(01, Fig 9A) being the most likely candidate. We cannot explicitly discount the contribution of partial 
reactions between “inward facing” states, however with low activity of substrates in the cytosol, the probability 
of occupancy of these states is expected to be concomitantly low. It is therefore most likely that the introduction 
of the charged Asp-196 into NaPi-IIc has resulted in an electrogenic transition that represents a conformational 
change between states 0 and 1. This transition is energetically unfavourable compared to the same transition in 
the WT electrogenic isoforms (3) and would be expected to involve a concomitantly larger conformational 
change.  
A 7-state model accounts for the kinetic properties of AAD-IIc 
 We obtained further insight into the AAD-IIc kinetics, by performing numerical simulations using a set 
of differential equations that described the rate of change of state occupancy of a reduced form of the 10-state 
scheme (Fig 9A). This 7-state scheme allowed us to investigate the steady-state and presteady-state behavior of 
AAD-IIc with a workable number of free parameters and compare its behaviour with corresponding 
experimental data. We lumped the interactions of Pi and the final Na
+
 ion before translocation together, but took 
account of two Na
+
 ions interacting sequentially before Pi binding and we further simplified the ordered 
sequence of substrate interactions at the cytoplasmic face by assuming that rapid equilibrium conditions applied 
to the transitions between states 7 and 9 (Fig 1A). The simulations successfully predicted the main features of the 
presteady-state current relaxations (Fig 9B), namely the weak influence of external Na
+
 on charge movement and 
the presence of a significant charge movement in the presence of external Pi. For comparison, selected traces 
from representative data (Fig 4A) are also shown.  
 Based on the presteady-state data obtained for AAD-IIc in the absence of external Na
+
 (100Ch), the 
effective charge displacement of the empty carrier was the same as in the original model (0.4 e
-
), however the 
assignment of voltage dependence to the partial reactions 12 and 90 differed in two respects. First, it was 
necessary to assign a weaker interaction of the first Na
+
 ion (12) with the transmembrane electric field 
(effective valence =0.1e
-
) to account for: (i) the absence of a strong effect of external [Na
+
] on the presteady-
state charge distribution and the total detectable charge displacement (Fig 4B; 9C) and (ii) the weak 
hyperpolarizing shift in the midpoint voltage (V0.5) of the Q-V distribution (Fig 4F; 9C, lower panel). Second, we 
increased the effective valence of the partial reaction that accounts for the release of the 3
rd
 Na
+
 ion on the 
cytosolic side (90) to 0.5e-. Together with a slow backward rate (Na+ release; k09= 7 s
-1
), and a highly 
asymmetrical barrier for the transition 09, we could also account for: (i) the increased charge movement for 
hyperpolarizing steps in the presence of Pi (Fig 4A; 9B, right panel) and (ii) the hyperpolarizing shift in V0.5
 
with 
increasing [Pi] (Fig 5C; 9D). Moreover, this showed Michaelian behavior (Fig 9D, lower panel) in accord with 
the analysis of the  experimental data (Fig 5C) .In the absence of external Pi and the low internal [Na
+
], the state 
occupancy is distributed between states 0, 1 and 2. When external Pi is present, state 9 can accumulate after 
ordered release of 2 Na
+
 ions and Pi to the cytosol (69). The completion of the cotransport cycle only occurs 
after release of the 3
rd
 Na
+
 ion, which gives rise to the presteady-state charge movement induced by 
hyperpolarizing voltage steps (Fig 9B, right panel) and to a net inward cotransport current in the steady-state.  
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 The most important functional characteristic of AAD-IIc that differed from the WT transporters is the 
apparent affinity constant for Pi (K0.5
P
i) that we originally reported to be >100 fold higher than that of either the 
electrogenic or electroneutral isoforms (4). This suggested that the triple mutation of NaPi-IIc had specifically 
affected Pi interactions with the protein. In general, although K0.5
P
i
 can be influenced by all rate constants 
(forward and backward) associated with partial reactions of the transport cycle, likely candidates could also 
include those associated with Na
+
 ion interactions that precede external Pi binding. As expected, our simulations 
confirmed that K0.5
P
i
 was dependent on the ratio of forward to backward rate constants associated with transitions 
1 2, 2  3 and 3  5. However, given the constraints on the model parameters imposed by having good 
agreement with all the experimental data, we found that partial reaction 35 was indeed the most critical 
determinant of K0.5
P
i. Specifically, the ratio k
0
12/k
0
21 was constrained by the dependence of V0.5 on external [Na
+
] 
(2) and was fixed  5 in the simulations to give reasonable agreement with measurement. Furthermore, although 
altering k
0
23/k
0
32 had little influence on the simulated presteady-state behaviour in 0 mM Pi, this ratio was also 
found to be a critical determinant of the apparent affinity constant for Na
+
 at a given [Pi], (K0.5
Na
), and the 
cooperativity of Na-activation of IP
i
 (4). Thus, for AAD-IIc, the low apparent affinity for Pi compared to the 
electrogenic and electroneutral isoforms most likely results from the effect of the mutagenesis on the Pi binding 
partial reaction (36) and is largely unaffected by the preceding Na+ interactions. The final set of parameters 
that gave good agreement with  the steady-state data (4) were consistent with a cooperative interaction of two 
Na
+
 ions preceding Pi binding (k
0
12/k
0
21< k
0
23/k
0
32) and with k
0
35/k
0
53 adjusted to give K0.5
P
i
  1 mM and K0.5
Na
  
110 mM (at -60 mV) (Fig 9E), similar to previously reported values (4).  
 In summary, the simulations helped to identify two critical partial reactions that contribute to the AAD-
IIc kinetics: (i) the cytosolic release of one Na
+
 ion from the protein that establishes a rate limiting step in the 
transport cycle to define the maximum transport rate, and (ii) the external Pi interaction which defines the 
apparent affinity for Pi.  
Fluorometric assays complement presteady-state relaxation analysis 
 The altered kinetic behavior of AAD-IIc compared to the WT proteins indicated that mutagenesis had 
modified the voltage- and substrate-dependence of the conformational changes during the transport cycle. To 
relate these kinetic findings to dynamic changes in the molecular structure, we substituted Cys at sites that 
previous studies had suggested were involved in unique conformational changes determined by membrane 
potential and substrate availability (10, 11, 20, 23, 25, 34). Cys substitution itself was well-tolerated and similar 
phenotypes were observed after thiol modification, exemplified by mutants AAD-IIc-437, AAD-IIc-105 and 
AAD-IIc-510.  
Exposure of oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-437 to MTS reagents resulted in suppression of cotransport 
activity, as we have previously reported for the equivalent mutation in other SLC34 isoforms (20, 24, 25, 35) 
(Fig 6D). Moreover, the pseudo 1
st
 order rate constant for the Cys-modification reaction was similar to values we 
previously reported for modification of a Cys at the equivalent site in rat NaPi-IIa (S460C) (25) and the flounder 
NaPi-IIb (S448C) (35). This indicated that external accessibility of this critical site was not changed and 
moreover, the accessibility was also insensitive to membrane potential (V≤ 0 mV). The voltage dependence of 
mutants AAD-IIc-105 and AAD-IIc-510 (Fig 6C) also showed qualitatively similar behavior as previously 
reported for the equivalent Cys-substitutions in the rat NaPi-IIa (11) whereby Cys-modification resulted in a 
complementary change in the voltage dependence. These findings not only confirmed that AAD-IIc has a similar 
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topology to NaPi-IIa at these critical sites, but that the functional consequences of Cys-modification at these sites 
was comparable.  
 The substituted Cys were labelled with fluorophores to act as reporters of local conformational changes 
(19, 20, 34, 35). The behavior of labelled oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-437 in response to changing the 
superfusate from 100Na to 100Ch was qualitatively the same as we previously reported for the NaPi-IIc mutant 
S437C (20): in the steady-state (Vh=-60 mV), addition of Na
+
 quenched the fluorescence. However, the response 
of AAD-IIc-437 to voltage steps differed from the electrogenic NaPi-IIb mutant S448C (35), whereby under all 
superfusion conditions there was resolvable voltage-induced change in fluorescence intensity (F) only for 
depolarizing voltage steps (Fig 7). Superfusion with 100Ch gave the largest quench of F at a given positive test 
potential and this diminished in a concentration-dependent manner with the addition of more external Na
+
 as 
well as with the addition of external Pi. In contrast, for the electrogenic S448C mutant  in flounder NaP-IIb (35), 
no resolvable F was reported for voltage steps from -60 mV to test potentials >0 mV, and increasing external 
[Na
+
] quenched F for hyperpolarizing potentials. Similarly, for S437C mutant made in the mouse NaPi-IIc we 
reported that the addition of external Na
+
 caused a quenching of the steady-state fluorescence (20) as we also 
observed for the steady-state F reported by AAD-IIc-437.  
One interpretation of the behavior of AAD-IIc-437 is that the microenvironment of the fluorophore at 
site 437 reports Na
+
 interactions from either side of the membrane, depending on the membrane potential and 
availability of Na
+
 ions. This would be consistent with the alternating access mechanism for cation driven 
transport (e.g.(12)). Thus, for strongly depolarizing voltage steps, and no external Na
+
, cytosolic Na
+
 ions would 
be driven to their binding site (partial reaction 09), thus giving rise to F when superfusing with external 
100Ch (Fig 6B). As fluorescent quenching is thought to result from exposure of the fluorophore to a hydrophilic 
environment (e.g. (8)), this behavior would suggest that this site becomes more exposed to the cytosol as internal 
Na
+
 ions bind to the protein. By increasing external [Na
+
], the state distribution of AAD-IIc would be altered to 
favour states 1 and 2 (external binding of Na
+
) with little voltage-dependent conformational change when 
external Na
+
 binds, consistent with our presteady-state relaxation findings. Under these conditions, site 437 
would become exposed to the external medium and thereby account for the quenching of steady-state 
fluorescence in the presence of external Na
+
. The addition of external Pi (in the presence of external Na
+
) would 
further diminish the effect of the cytosolic Na
+
 interaction on F, as the transport cycle proceeds in the forward 
(clockwise direction, Fig 9A). That we did not observe F for depolarizing voltage steps with the S448C 
flounder NaPi-IIb mutant (35) suggests that for the WT electrogenic isoforms, the conformational changes 
associated with the binding and release of the last Na
+
 ion to the cytosol (90) are small compared to AAD-IIc. 
This is also supported by the model prediction, whereby this Na
+
 ion would move through a smaller fraction of 
the transmembrane electric field (Fig 9A). 
 The other two AAD-IIc Cys mutants from which we could detect fluorescence changes (AAD-IIc-154, 
AAD-IIc-222) showed behavior consistent with the altered kinetics of AAD-IIc. The F reported by a 
fluorophore linked to the Cys -154 (AAD-IIc-154) can be compared with that for the equivalent mutant in 
flounder NaPi-IIb (S155C) (34). This mutant shows strong dependence of F on external [Na+] (slope of V0.5 vs 
log [Na
+
] = 140 mV/decade), unlike the weak dependence we report here for AAD-IIc-154 (Fig 8A,B). 
Moreover, for S155C when external [Pi] is changed in the presence of 100 mM Na
+
, we observe strong 
quenching, but no obvious shift in V0.5
F
, whereas AAD-IIc-154 showed a hyperpolarizing shift (Fig 8B) that was 
qualitatively similar to the shift found for presteady-state relaxations with variable [Pi] (Fig 5C) and comparable 
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to the transport K0.5
P
i (Table 1). The insensitivity to changes in external [Na
+
] for AAD-IIc-154 indeed suggested 
that the microenvironment of the fluorophore at Cys -154 reports similar conformational changes to those that 
give rise to the presteady-state charge movement: reorientation of the empty carrier, including the release of the 
final Na
+
 ion to the cytosol during cotransport. Qualitatively similar behaviour was found for the F-V data 
obtained by labelling mutant AAD-IIc-222. Taken together, these findings suggest that the local environments of 
these sites undergo voltage-dependent conformational changes associated with the empty carrier and cytosolic 
Na
+
 release.   
 
Conclusions 
 Electrogenicity can be conferred to the electroneutral Na
+
-coupled Pi cotransporter (NaPi-IIc) by the 
substitution of 3 amino acids, one of which is negatively charged (D195). We hypothesize that the movement of 
this charge (evidenced by presteady-state relaxations), results in a conformational change of the empty carrier 
between inward and outward facing orientations (evidenced by fluorometric recordings), that allows a single Na
+
 
ion to bind from either side of the membrane,  subsequently translocate and dissociate, driven by the 
electrochemical gradient for Na
+
. Whether or not this charge itself is part of the cation coordination or indirectly 
exposes a binding site cannot be determined without 3-D structural information. Certainly, for this charged 
residue to fulfil the role as the empty carrier “voltage sensor”, the current secondary topology model of SLC34 
proteins (15), which places D195 close to the cytosolic end of TMD5 and effectively outside the transmembrane 
electric field (Fig 1B), would require reassessment.  
 Although AAD-IIc can be considered an “ imperfect” transporter, with a significantly greater Ea than the 
WT electroneutral and electrogenic isoforms, its deviation from WT behavior has revealed an important partial 
reaction in the physiologically relevant transport cycle, namely the cytosolic release of a Na
+
 ion prior to 
reorientation of the empty carrier. For AAD-IIc, the kinetics of this transition impose a rate-limiting step on the 
transport cycle, consistent with this ion being more tightly bound to AAD-IIc than for the electrogenic WT 
isoforms. Identification of this partial reaction in the electrogenic WT would otherwise be difficult to achieve 
experimentally using the intact oocyte system. The cytosolic dissociation of this Na
+
 ion, revealed through 
mutagenesis, means that AAD-IIc provides a unique tool to investigate cation interactions at the internal protein 
interface for SLC34 proteins. 
 We originally identified 3 critical regions in the SLC34 sequences that differed significantly between 
electrogenic and electroneutral isoforms (4). Although one of these regions contains D195 (or its equivalent) 
found in the electrogenic isoforms, the roles played by other dissimilar polar and non-polar residues in the other 
regions in establishing a voltage dependent interaction of external Na
+
 ions, together with the high apparent 
affinity for Pi, remain to be elucidated.  
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Table 1 
Comparison of selected Cys-substitution sites among SLC34 isoforms (see Fig 6) 
 
 
Protein Site of Cys-substitution  
mAAD-IIc G105 V154 S155 A222 L309 S437 D440 L510 
rNaPi-IIa G134 
(10, 11) 
 S183 
(30) 
  S460 
(24, 25) 
E463 
(25) 
M533 
(10, 11) 
fNaPi-IIb  S155 
(19, 35) 
 S226 
(34) 
Q319 
(34) 
S448 
(19, 35) 
  
mNaPi-IIc      S437 
(20) 
  
 
Blank entry indicates constructs that have not been synthesised or investigated in our laboratory. Equivalent sites 
indicated according to a multiple sequence alignment for the isoforms and species indicated, where f= flounder, 
m= mouse, r= rat. 
Relevant citations given in parentheses. 
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Table 2 
Summary of properties of Cys mutations in AAD-IIc (see Fig 6) 
 
Property AAD-
IIc 
+G105C +V154C +S155C +A222C +L309C +S437C +D440C L510C 
K0.5
P
i  
-60 mV 
 (mM) 
 
6.5±4.8 
(4) 
 
n.d. 
 
1.1±0.4 
 
 
2.9±0.8 
 
1.5±0.4 
 
 
0.6±0.1 
 
1.6±0.4 
 
2.0±.8 
 
 
1.5±0.3 
IP
i
+MTS 
___________
 
IP
i
-MTS
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F No No Yes No Yes No Yes No No 
 
Symbols: : indicates that ratio IP
i
+MTS
/ IP
i
-MTS
 remains unchanged;  indicates that ratio IP
i
+MTS
/ IP
i
-MTS
 
increased;   indicates that ratio IP
i
+MTS
/ IP
i
-MTS
 decreased. n.d.: not determined.  
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Figure legends  
Figure 1 SLC34 protein structure-function background 
A) A 10-state kinetic scheme for SLC34 proteins describes the electrogenic transport cycle. Shaded states and 
associated transitions are postulated to be occur in the electroneutral NaPi-IIc transport cycle (see (20)). Boxed 
values indicate effective valence associated with 3 partial reactions for the electrogenic NaPi-IIa/b. Transition 
(29) accounts for uncoupled Na+-leak (see (1)). The empty carrier is assumed to occupy one of two states 
(“inward” or “outward” oriented), transitions between which involve the movement of an equivalent 0.4 e- across 
the transmembrane electric field. Hyperpolarizing potentials increase the probability of occupancy of state 1, 
which allows the sequential binding of two Na
+
 ions to their respective binding sites within the transmembrane 
electric field and is equivalent to 0.4 e
-
 moving across the transmembrane electric field. This is followed by 
binding of HPO4
2-
 and a 3
rd
 Na
+
 to form an electroneutral complex followed by substrate translocation. Substrate 
release to the cytosol is also assumed to be ordered. The final release of the 3
rd
 Na
+
 ion is modelled as a weakly 
voltage dependent (0.2 e
-
 equivalent charge) transition that leaves the protein in an “inward” oriented empty 
carrier state (state 0) and a reorientation to state 1 occurs under the influence of the transmembrane electric field. 
B) Secondary topology model showing the 3 sites in NaPi-IIc critical for restoring electrogenicity to form the 
AAD-IIc construct (triangles). For Cys-mutagenesis of AAD-IIc, cysteines were substituted individually at sites 
predicted to be externally accessible (circles). Sites that were labelled with a fluorophore, as evidenced by 
resolvable voltage-dependent changes in fluorescence, are indicated (filled circles). Sites were selected to 
correspond to previous data obtained from Cys mutagenesis studies of SLC34 isoforms (see Table 1). Inset 
shows the sequence alignment for the indicated region to emphasize the high degree of identity in the predicted 
transmembrane domain regions and the lack of charge at site 195 for the electroneutral NaPi-IIc. Abbreviations 
for species prefixes: ,f: flounder, h: human, m: mouse, r: rat, z: zebra fish. Numbering according to mouse NaPi-
IIc sequence. 
 
Figure 2. Temperature dependence of electrogenic cotransport mediated by AAD-IIc 
A) Current-voltage relationship of Pi-induced current (IP
i
) at different temperatures indicated. Data were 
normalised to IP
i
 measured at 24 
o
C and -100 mV. Data pooled from 8 oocytes from 2 donor animals. Points 
joined by lines for visualisation. 
B) Arrhenius plot of AAD-IIc IP
i
-V data from A) transformed (see Materials and Methods) at selected potentials. 
Straight lines generated by linear regression analysis. 
C) Activation energy (Ea) obtained from slope of linear regression fits to Arrhenius plot data for AAD-IIc (filled 
squares) and human NaPi-IIa (hIIa) (open squares) plotted as a function of membrane potential. Dotted line 
indicates Ea determined for the electroneutral NaPi-IIc (mouse isoform). 
 
Figure 3. Temperature dependence of AAD-IIc presteady-state relaxations 
A) Representative current relaxations recorded from an oocyte expressing AAD-IIc at 26 
o
C and 22 
o
C , 
superfused in 100Na. Voltage steps shown are from the holding potential of -60 mV to potentials in the range -
180 mV to +80 mV.  
B) Relaxation time constant for ON (ON, filled symbols) and OFF(OFF, open symbols) steps measured as a 
function of the test membrane potential for the temperatures indicated (n=4). For the OFF relaxations, the data 
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points indicate the mean ± sem of OFF determined from the pooled data at each step. Data points joined for 
visualisation. 
C) Arrhenius plots for presteady-state relaxation rate (ON
-1
 and OFF
-1
) for superfusion with 100Ch and 100Na for 
steps to selected test potentials. Data shown for ON step (from -60 mV holding potential to test potential 
indicated) (left panels) and OFF step (from test potential to holding potential) (right panels). Straight lines are 
linear regression fits. Data pooled from 4 oocytes. 
D) Activation energies (Ea) for the presteady-state relaxation time constants, obtained from slope of linear 
regression fits to Arrhenius plot data for ON steps (filled squares) OFF steps (open squares) plotted as a function 
of membrane potential for the superfusion condition indicated.  
 
Figure 4. Dependence of AAD-IIc presteady-state relaxations on external [Na
+
]. 
A) Presteady-state relaxations recorded in response to voltage steps from a voltage potential (Vh) = -60 mV to 
test potentials in the range -160 to +60 mV for 3 superfusion conditions indicated. Dotted lines indicate zero 
holding current level. For superfusion with 100Na+1Pi, the presteady-state relaxations were altered such that 
more charge movement was induced for steps to and from hyperpolarizing potentials (arrows). 
B) Typical Q-V data from a representative oocyte superfused with different [Na
+
] as indicated, for steps from 
two holding potentials (Vh=0, -60 mV). Data are shown for the ON steps. Continuous lines are fits with Eqn 2. 
C) Voltage dependence of the two fitted time constants (1, 2) for the same superfusion conditions as in B. Data 
pooled from 4 oocytes. Lines join points corresponding to superfusion with 100Ch and 100Na. 
D) Total charge (Qmax) displaced obtained from Boltzmann fits to data from individual oocytes using Eqn 2 
plotted a function of [Na
+
]. Data were normalized to Qmax from 100Ch data set. Data pooled from 5 cells. 
E) Effective valence (z) obtained from Boltzmann fits to data from individual oocytes using Eqn 2 plotted as a 
function of [Na
+
]. Data pooled from 5 cells. Open squares are data at 0 mM and 100 mM Na
+
 for the human 
NaPi-IIa from (33). 
F) Midpoint voltage (V0.5) from Boltzmann fits to data from individual oocytes using Eqn 2 plotted as a function 
of [Na
+
] obtained (left panel). Data were replotted on a log10[Na
+
] scale (inset, filled symbols). Equivalent data 
for the human NaPi-IIa are shown (open symbols) for comparison (data replotted from (33)). 
 
Figure 5. Dependence of AAD-IIc presteady-state relaxations on external [Pi]. 
A) Typical Q-V data from a representative oocyte superfused with different [Pi] as indicated, for steps from two 
holding potentials (Vh=0, -60 mV). Data are shown for the ON steps. Continuous lines are fits with Eqn 2. 
B) Effective valence (z) obtained from Boltzmann fits to data from individual oocytes, using a modified form of 
the Eqn 1 (nH=1) plotted as a function of [Pi]. Data pooled from 4 cells.  
C) Midpoint voltage (V0.5) from Boltzmann fits to data from individual oocytes using a modified form of Eqn 1 
(nH=1) plotted as a function of [Pi] obtained.  
 
Figure 6. Cysteine mutagenesis in the AAD-IIc constructs-dependence of Pi-dependent current (IP
i
) on 
voltage before and after MTS incubation 
After determination of the control IP
i
 vs V relationship (filled squares), oocytes were incubated in 1 mM MTSET 
for 5 min (open squares) and the assay repeated. Data shown normalised to IP
i
 at -100 mV control condition. 
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Mean ±sem for ≥3 oocytes. Error bars smaller than symbol size not shown. Normalised data (n=4) for the AAD-
IIc are superimposed on each plot for comparison (grey filled circles). 
A) For two mutants with adjacent Cys-substitutions in the linker between predicted TMD-4 and TMD-5 (Fig 1B) 
AAD-IIc-154 (upper) showed a hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of IP
i
, whereas AAD-IIIc-155 
(lower) showed no change after MTS incubation.  
B)  IP
i
 vs V data for two mutants with Cys-substitutions at each end of the large extracellular loop (Fig 1B), 
AAD-IIc-222 (upper) and AAD-IIc-309 (lower). Only AAD-IIc-309 showed a significant change after MTS 
incubation. 
C) IP
i
 vs V data for Cys-mutants AAD-IIc-105 (upper) and AAD-IIc-510 (lower) that showed reciprocal changes 
of IP
i
 after MTS incubation. After MTS modification, one representative AAD-IIc-105 expressing oocyte was 
exposed to DTT (10 mM, 30 min), which caused a reversion to the initial response (filled circles).  
D) Upper: Mutant AAD-IIc-437 showed complete suppression of cotransport behaviour after MTS incubation 
with an outward IP
i
 for hyperpolarizing potentials. Lower: Loss of cotransport activity for mutant AAD-IIc-437 
following modification of Cys-437. Normalized response plotted as a function of cumulative exposure time for 
MTSET (10 M) exposure with the individual oocytes voltage clamped during incubation to the potential 
indicated. Continuous lines are fits with Eqn 4. See text for more details.  
 
Figure 7. Voltage clamp fluorometry (VCF) recordings from oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-437 and labelled 
with the fluorophore MTS-TAMRA. 
A) Representative VCF recordings from the same oocyte expressing AAD-IIc-437 for the voltage step protocol 
shown and for the different superfusion conditions indicated. Data traces offset-adjusted to the steady-state 
fluorescence level at Vh= -60 mV. 
B) Change in fluorescence (F) plotted as a function of V for oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-437 with external 
[Na
+
] varied as indicated. Data for individual oocytes were corrected from photobleaching and loss of 
fluorescence during the experiment (see Materials and Methods) and pooled (n=5) by first normalizing to Fmax 
predicted from a fit to the 100Ch data using Eqn 2. 
C) Change in fluorescence (F) plotted as a function of V oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-437 with external [Pi] 
varied as indicated in the presence of 100 mM Na
+
. Data from individual oocytes were corrected for 
photobleaching and loss of fluorescence during the experiment (see Materials and Methods) and pooled (n = 5) 
by first normalizing to Fmax predicted from a fit to the 100Ch, 0 mM Pi data using Eqn 2. 
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Figure 8. Voltage clamp fluorometry (VCF) recordings from oocytes expressing AAD-IIc-154 and AAD-
IIc-222, labelled with the fluorophore MTS-TAMRA 
A) Representative VCF recordings from the same oocyte expressing AAD-IIc-154 for the voltage step protocol 
shown and the superfusion conditions indicated. All data traces were baseline-adjusted to the steady-state 
fluorescence level at Vh= -60 mV. 
B) AAD-IIc-154: Upper: F-V data for different external [Na+]. Data were offset to F at the depolarizing limit 
predicted from a fit with Eqn 2 and normalised to Fmax determined for 100 mM Na
+
. Continuous lines are refits 
to the adjusted data using Eqn 2. Data pooled from 4 oocytes. Centre:  F-V data for different [Pi] in the 
presence of 100 mM Na
+
. Data were offset to F at the depolarizing limit predicted from a fit with Eqn 2 and 
normalised to Fmax determined for 0 mM Pi. Continuous lines are refits to the adjusted data using Eqn 2. Data 
pooled from 4 oocytes. Lower: Midpoint voltage (V0.5) plotted as a function of [Pi] derived from Boltzmann fit. 
Continuous line is fit using a modified form of Eqn 1 (nH=1) 
C) AAD-IIc-222: Upper: F-V data for different external [Na+]. Data were offset to F at the depolarizing limit 
predicted from a fit with Eqn 2 and normalised to Fmax determined for 100 mM Na
+
. Continuous lines are refits 
to the adjusted data using Eqn 2. Data pooled from 4 oocytes. Centre:  F-V data for different [Pi] in the 
presence of 100 mM Na
+
. Data were offset to F at the depolarizing limit predicted from a fit with Eqn 2 and 
normalised to Fmax determined for 0 mM Pi. Continuous lines are refits to the adjusted data using Eqn 2. Data 
pooled from 4 oocytes. Lower: Midpoint voltage (V0.5) plotted as a function of [Pi] derived from Boltzmann fit. 
 Continuous line is fit using a modified form of Eqn 1 (nH=1). 
 
Figure 9. Simulations using a reduced 7-state model recapitulate AAD-IIc kinetic behaviour. 
A) Reduced 7-state model used for AAD-IIc simulations. Boxed values indicate effective valence associated 
with partial reactions representing empty carrier and Na
+
 interactions and should be compared with the 
equivalent for the WT electrogenic transport cycle (Fig 1A). Transition (29) accounts for uncoupled Na+-leak 
(see (1)). The voltage dependence of these partial reactions was modelled by applying Eyring Transition State 
Theory to describe the dependence of transition rate constants on membrane potential. The voltage-dependent 
partial reactions involve the movement of the equivalent lumped charges that result in a conformational state 
change by crossing a sharp energy barrier. We assumed symmetrical barriers, except for transition 9 0 where 
an asymmetry factor (asf = 0.15) was used to improve agreement with experimental data. The rate constants (in 
s
-1
) were as follows: - k10=40exp(-Vz10/2), k01=40exp(Vz10); k12=[Na]o5000exp(-Vz12),
 
k21=1200exp(Vz12), k23=[Na]o5000, k32=400, k35=[Na]o [Pi]o2000, k53=100, k56=k65=10, k69=10
4
, k29=1, 
k09=[Na]i200exp(Vz09asf),
 
k90=7exp(-Vz091-asf) and =e/kT≈40 V
-1
 at 20 
o
C, z10=0.4, z12=0.1,z09=0.5. The 
rates constants k96, k92 were defined independently in terms of the other rate constants under conditions of zero 
driving force to satisfy the detailed balance for the leak and cotransport cycles. We assumed the following 
substrate concentrations on the cytosolic side: [Na]i =10 mM and [Pi] i= 1 M.  
B) Simulations of presteady-state currents in response to voltage steps from -60 mV to test potentials as 
indicated for 3 superfusion conditions. In each case, baseline correction has been made. To obtain the true 
relaxation current magnitude (in B), traces should be scaled by Nt e, where Nt is the number of transporters and 
e= the electronic charge. For each case, the corresponding traces from the representative oocyte (Fig 4A) are 
shown (boxed) for test potentials to -180 mV and +80 mV with the endogenous oocyte charging transients 
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removed by curve fitting. The measured data were scaled vertically to give a reasonable match to the simulated 
data.  
C) Upper: Normalised Q-V data for Na
+
-interaction with external Pi = 0. Continuous lines are fits to data using 
Eqn 2 with all parameters unconstrained. Q-V data were normalised to Qmax obtained from fit to the data set for 
100 mM Na
+
.Lower: Dependence V0.5 on [Na
+
]. This should be compared with Fig 4F. 
D) Upper: Normalised Q-V data for Pi-interaction with external [Na
+
] =100 mM. Continuous lines are fits to data 
using Eqn 2 with all parameters unconstrained. Q-V data were normalised to Qmax obtained from fit to 0 mM Pi 
data set. Lower: Dependence of V0.5) on [Pi]. This should be compared with Fig 5C. Continuous line is a fit using 
a modified form of Eqn 1 (nH=1), giving K0.5
P
i = 1 mM. 
E) Simulated steady-state Pi-activation (-60 mV, 100 mM Na
+
) (filled symbols) and Na
+
-activation (-60 mV, 1 
mM Pi) (open symbols) using data set in B). The apparent affinity constants under these conditions were K0.5
P
i = 
1.05 mM and K0.5
Na
 = 102 mM and the Hill coeff, (nH) =2.4, for Na
+
-activation found by fitting simulated data 
points with Eqn 1. Data should be scaled by Nt e to obtain the Pi-induced current.  
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